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a) Required fields for submission

 
Info tags 

Access the (i) tags to get  information
of type of file to be uploaded in

respective section and also find a
sample data file for reference

Status terminal

Status terminal displays basic
file requirements, summary of
the uplaoded files and
successful job submission

Job History

Access Jobs run by a user in chronological
order (oldest first), wherein each JOB ID is
prefixed with the JOB LABEL assigned by

the user for the JOB (i.e Job Label: Job ID ).
Click on a specific job to recreate the

dashboard

Job Label

Assign a job label to each job to be
executed, for the convenience of
recognising the context of the job.

Select option “YES” only if the
type of additional data is

available to proceed with upload
process. More information about

importance of these data is
provided in the respective (i)

tags

Data availability options

Upload required files in the respective
fields to proceed with submission

process

Upload Files

Process Files

Click “UPLOAD AND PROCESS” button
once required files are selected to process
and validate the files  for further analysis

File Type

Specify the type of file.
TSV or CSV for Table format
Min Biom or Rich Biom for

Biom format 

Refer Next Slide



  

Data Troubleshooting Module of MetagenoNets facilitates the following features:

1. Handling special characters in the datasets
2. Extracting data form Biom format files
3. Imputing NA/missing/ NaN values

Upload file to process

Upload any file which needs management for
format requirements

Go back to Job 
Submission Process

Upload any file which needs management for
format requirements

Selected the option with which the Na/
missing values in the file to be imputed.

In case of MetaData, Missing or NA values
are imputed as 'Unknown' for categorical
data, and as Median, Mean or Zero for
continuous data.

Upload any file which needs management for
format requirements

Missing/ NA Value Imputation

Files created when Biom is 
selected to extract tab-delimited
 Data from the biom format fileFiles created when Abundance

 Data/ Metadata is selected to be 
processed for Special character
 handling/ Na value imputation

Status terminal

Status terminal displays successful file
processing status, summary of the

uploaded files, and link to download the
files

Data Type: Abundance 
Data/ Metadata

Data Type: Biom



  

b) Sample Upload Page with all types of files available for network creation 

Status terminal

Status terminal displays:

1. Job Label and Job ID
2. Type of error and the filename containing
    the error if any
3. Upload status
4. Statistics of the abundance files uploaded
5. Number as well as names of categorical
   and numerical categories in given metadata

 Uploaded Files

All the four types of files are available to
upload and generate network

Hence ‘YES’ option is selected for last two
categories of files

Job Label

Relevant Job label is specified

Next step

Click next to proceed to next step 
In the upload process.



  

c) Sample Upload Page with Secondary Input data not available for network creation 

Status terminal

Status terminal displaying the
names of the files in red colour,
which are not provided by the user
by choice

Data availability options

“NO” option is selected if Secondary Input
data is not available. 

Simmilarly, if Node metadata is not available,
“NO” option needs to be selected to proceed
with submission process. 

To get more information on the importance of
these file categories click on the (i) tags



  

Summary of Abundance data files uploaded

Summary of Primary and/ or Secondary Input
data uploaded alongwith the number of
samples and number of features present in
each file.

Summary of Metadata categories

Type of metadata is intelligently seggregated
into categorical and continous data types.

Total no. Metadata fields, number of Continuos
and Categorical metadata in the uploaded file
is detected and displayed alongwith the column
headers

Next step

Click ‘NEXT’ to proceed to next
step In the upload process.

JOB SUBMISSION GUIDE | Step2: Summary

Click ‘PREVIOUS’ button to go
back and upload the files again

Upload again
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Transformation methods

Choose a transformation
method to be applied on the
input data if required or else
choose “Don’t Transform” option

Normalization methods 

Choose a normalization method
to be applied on the input data if
required or else choose “Don’t
Normalize” option

Next step

Click ‘NEXT’ to proceed to next
step In the upload process.

Data Filtration

Choose a prevalence threshold for a
feature to be selected between 0 to
0.1 of maximum abundance

Choose an occurrence threshold
value for a feature between 0 to 100
percent of samples
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Uploaded File Summary

Summary of files upload and
number of features and
categories in the uploaded data
files

Input Data Modification Summary

Summary of the normalization and
transformation methods applied as well as
filtration cutoff applied on the data

Submit Data

Click this button after approving the
information provided as summary
for reference, related to the data to
be used for network creation
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Successful Submission Dialog

Once user clicks on “APPROVE & SUBMIT” button
and data is successfully submitted, a pop-up with
unique Dashboard ID is prompted

Note the unique Dashboard ID or it can be
accessed in the Job history page along with the
corresponding specified Job label. 

This  8 character unique alphanumeric Job ID can
be used to recreate the dashboard as and when
required. 


